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early settlers and naturalists to explore what is known about North America's only native parrot and
its disappearance.. 
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Parrots and parrot-like birds , Duke of Bedford, Hastings William Sackville Russell Bedford (12th
Duke of), 1969, Nature, 210 pages. .

In America there was once a gem in The Great Forest; a winged jewel rivalling any in the tropics. It
was the Carolina Parakeet, North America's only native parrot. Curiously, within the span of a
century, the great flocks dwindled to nothing, and this thing of beauty disappeared. This is the
sobering story of how a young nation loved, laid waste and lost its only parrot.

This book was an easy, enjoyable read, with nice anecdotal tales of the past when the Carolina
Parakeet still flourished in America. I was extremely disappointed, however, that the author's
research on available artwork containing the Carolina Parakeet was wasted on black and white
illustrations. I know that many of her cited illustrations were originally color images, but were
converted to black and white images for this publication. Unfortunately, the publishers bait readers
with color illustrations on the book cover, but there is not one color illustration within the pages of the
book. In the 21st century, I would expect to have color reproductions of artwork which was originally
in color. This is especially true for a book whose title includes "America's lost parrot in Art and
Memory". When an art book on a now extinct species is published, the colored artwork should not
be converted to black and white

I intend to read this book, to deepen my appreciation of how lucky the U.S.A is to have a second
chance to host a parrot on our shores - the less colorful, more racuous, but still wonderful monk
parrots we see in the skies over many North American cities. No human willed that parrots would get
a second chance to flourish in the U.S.A., but Nature seems to have decided that America cannot
get along without a parrot in its skies, and those sensing the wonder of this gift must cherish it.
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These gaps in information are grievous, but understandable. The bird's green and gold plumage
made it almost invisible amidst lush foliage in swamps, lowlands and deciduous riverbottom forests.
And the birds roosted in hollows hidden from the human eye. Ornithologists of the day were focused
on collecting specimens rather than documenting life history and behavior. Thus, the species
vanished from Earth before having been adequately researched. Now, almost forgotten, This is the
sobering story of how a young nation loved, laid waste and lost its only parrot.
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The music of poetry has fascinated Weatherford and motivated her literary career. In an interview
with The Brown Bookshelf she said, "The Creator called me to be a poet. I hear words strung
together in my head just as a composer hears notes and chords. Scenes unfold in my mind just as
they do on a filmmakerâ€™s storyboard. Like poetry, quality childrenâ€™s literature compresses
language, distills feeling, evokes scenes, and can be experienced on multiple levels. The best
poetry makes music with words."[1]

Weatherford began writing in first grade by dictating poems to her mom. Her father taught printing at
a local high school and published his daughter's early works. As a child, she enjoyed reading Dr.
Seuss and Langston Hughes. Continuing to pursue creative writing as a hobby through high school
and college, she later earned her M.F.A from the University of South Carolina and an M.A. in
publication design from the University of Baltimore. Although a Baltimore native, she currently
resides in North Carolina and teaches composition and children's literature at Fayetteville State
University. Initially, Weatherford was invited to FSU as a writer-in-residence, but in 2007, she
received the position of associate professor.[2]

As an author, she acknowledges her calling "to mine the past for family stories, fading traditions and
forgotten struggles."[3] The books she writes, in poetry and prose, explore African-American history
from a children's perspective and relate the past to new generations. Her works are often inspired by
true events, many of which took place in the areas where Weatherford has lived. In her Author's
Notes for each book, she includes a portion of her historical research, from which her fiction or
poetry emerged. In describing her purpose for writing to the School Library Journal, she says, "I
want the books that I write that are set during the Jim Crow era and the Civil Rights era to nudge
today's kids toward justice. We've gone a long way, but we still have a long way to go."[4]

In 1995, Lee & Low Books published her first picture book, Juneteenth Jamboree, about a summer
celebration in memory of the Texas Emancipation. She then wrote a series of board books for
preschoolers. In 1998, she co-authored Somebody's Knocking at Your Door: AIDS and the African
American Church, and then published a collection of poetry, The Tar Baby on the Soapbox. After
establishing herself as a versatile writer for both children and adults, she published two nonfiction
chapter books before penning her first award-winning children's book, The Sound That Jazz Makes,
a poem that traces the history of African-American music.

Since then, she has continued to write poetry, historical fiction, and nonfiction biographical works for
children. She said in an interview with The Brown Bookshelf that one of the most important poems
she has written was Moses: When Harriet Tubman Led Her People to Freedom: "Those inspired
words came together with Kadir Nelsonâ€™s soulful paintings and Ellice Leeâ€™s brilliant art
direction in a perfect publishing storm. Moses propelled my career to another level."[5] Moses has
won a Caldecott Award for Illustration as well as an NAACP Image Award as an Outstanding
Literary Work for Children and became a New York Times bestseller.



The character Jynx, PokÃ©mon #124, has decidedly human features [in contrast to most other
characters]: jet-black skin, huge pink lips, gaping eyes, a straight blonde mane and a full figure,
complete with cleavage and wiggly hips. Put another way, Jynx resembles an overweight drag
queen incarnation of Little Black Sambo, a racist stereotype from a children's book long ago purged
from libraries.[6]

In response to the controversy, Jynx's in-game sprites were given a purple skin color in the
American versions of PokÃ©mon Gold and Silver, released in late 2000. By 2002, Nintendo officially
redesigned Jynx, changing her skin color from black to purple; this change was not reflected in the
animated series until Shogakukan (the company that produces the PokÃ©mon anime) changed the
color of Jynx's face to purple in 2005.[citation needed]


